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This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy
and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading
experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
Debatbog om ægtheden af Ellen G. Whites skrifter
Doukhan shows how careless interprretations of Scripture can spawn anti-Semitism. He
examines the traditional theories: Has God rejected the Jews as His special people and
replaced then with the Christian church(supersessionis,)? Or does He have two separate ways
of salvation, Judaiam and Christianity, under different convenants (dispensationalism)? Or is
there a third and better way to understand God's plan for the Jews?; Israel has the law without
Jesus, and the church has Jesus without the law. Doukhan argues that the movements
diverged when Christianity rejected the law, and suggests that Advntism can play an important
role in healing the breach. - Introduction; Section I: Teh Rejection- Supersessionist Theory; 1.
The Failure of Old Testament Israel; 2. The Parable of the Vineyard; The historical context of
the New Testament; The theological context of the new covenant; The biblical view of God;
The ethical embarrassment; The Sociological/ anthropolgical consideration; 3. The Crime of
Deicide; 4. The Curse; 5. Turning to the Gentiles; 6. The "Israel of God"; 7. The Olive Tree
(Rom. 11: 1-36); The Argument of the Jewish Christians (verses1-10); The argument of the
"saved" Gentiles (verses 11-25); The argument of the people of Israel (verses 25-36); 8. The
70- Weeks Prophecy (Dan. 9: 24-27); "Seventy weeks are determined for your people" (verse
24); "To finish the transgression, to make an end of sins" (verse 24); "But not for himself"
(verse 26); "He shall confirm a covenant" (verse 27); "And the people of the prince ... shalll
destory the city and the sanctuary" (verse 26); Excursus : a rabbinic curse about Daniel; ;
Section II: The Dispensationalist Theory; 1. Israel and the Church; 2. The Seventhieth "Seven"
(Dan. 9:27); 3. The Regathering of Israel; The return prophecies; The reconstruction of the
Temple; Dispensationalism and anti-Semitism; 4. The Salvation of Israel (Rom. 11:26); ;
Section III: The Two-Witnesses Theory; 1. Israel and the Church; 2. Torah and Messiah; ;
Section IV: The Prophetic Role of Elijah; 1. Reconciliation With the Jews; 2. The Face of AntiSemitism; History; Psychological anti-Semitism; Theological anti-Semitism; 3. Mission to the
Jews; 4. Israel in Prophecy; ; What, Then, Is Isareal???; Concllusion; Appendix: Ellen White
and the Jews
Jacques B. Doukhan, an Adventist scholar of Jewish heritage, mines the Old Testament to
uncover new meaning in the battle of Armageddon and the millennium. He ties the symbolism
of the book to the sanctuary service of ancient Israel, showing how the seven sections of the
book correspond to the seven feasts of Judaism. He argues that the prophecies of Revelation
foretell the eventual discrediting of secularism (Egypt), the resurgence of conservative religion
(Babylon), and a final coalition of the two movements in the climactic events before the second
coming of Christ to defeat sin and save His people.

Reprint of a 1901 booklet giving guidance for doing evangelistic work among
Southern Blacks.
Brandon O'Brien and Randy Richards shed light on the ways that Western
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readers often misunderstand the cultural dynamics of the Bible. Identifying nine
areas where commonplaces of modern Western thought diverge with the text, the
authors ask us to reconsider long-held opinions about our most beloved book.
Abraham Heschel is a seminal name in religious studies and the author of Man Is
Not Alone and God in Search of Man. When The Prophets was first published in
1962, it was immediately recognized as a masterpiece of biblical scholarship.
The Prophets provides a unique opportunity for readers of the Old Testament,
both Christian and Jewish, to gain fresh and deep knowledge of Israel's prophetic
movement. The author's profound understanding of the prophets also opens the
door to new insight into the philosophy of religion.
Volume 3 of the Bible Exposition Commentary 6-volume set
This book is a story of how Adventists came to view themselves as a prophetic people,
of their growing awareness of a resposibility to take their unique message to all the
world, and of their organizational and institutional development as they sought to fulfill
their prophetic mission. By the end of this volume, you as a reader and I as a author will
find ourselves in the flow of Adventist history. - Millerite Roots. Era of Doctrinal
Development. Era of Organizational Development. Era of Institutional and Lifestyle
Development. Era of Revival, Reform, and Expansion. Era of Reorganization and
Crisis. Era of Worldwide Growth.The Challenges and Possibilities of Maturity.
Seventh-day Adventist editors from all parts of the world met in Washington, D.C., in
August, 1939, to participate in a general editorial council, the first to be held. As a
source of inspiration and guidance to this group, the leaders of the denomination
arranged to have placed in their hands the E.G. White instruction which had been
directed to our writers and editors through the years, drawn from both published
sources and manuscripts, in the form of a little paper-bound work entitled Counsels to
Editors. Five hundred copies of this little work were printed, and the stock was soon
exhausted. It seems appropriate to make this volume of counsels generally available
through a new edition, which is now issued as a permanent publication. - The Object of
Our Publications. The Character of Periodical Articles. The Foundations, Pillars, and
Landmarks. Attitude to New Light. Investigation of New Light. Integrity of the Message.
How to Meet Opposition. Words of CautionAttitude to Civil Authorities. On Publishing
Conflicting Views. Counsels to Writers. Counsels to Editors. Our Church Paper. The
Missionary Periodicals. The Educational Journal. Our Health Journals. Periodical
Circulation. Newspaper Publicity. Kind of Books Needed. Duplicating Books, and New
Editions. Independent Publishing. The Book Committee. The Author's Stewardship.
Illustrating Our Literature. Literature in the Closing Work
"This is a commentary on the Biblical books of Daniel and Revelation"-Elder James White and his wife, Mrs. E. G. White, enjoyed speaking and writing about
how true science and the Scriptures are related to one another. Various experiences
motivated them to consider questions about health and ultimately share their
knowledge with others. Written in a time when the subject of health was almost wholly
ignored, the articles they wrote led thousands of people to change life-long habits. They
were also among the first to present the subject of hygiene in consistency with the Bible
and Christian beliefs. The priciples presented in this book have not only stood the test
of time, but have been proven to be even more accurate over the past several years by
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scientific evidence. Mrs. E. G. White shared her thoughts on Christian temperance,
while Elder James White wrote on the subject of Bible hygiene. This collection of their
more important writings will both inspire and instruct you in temperance and hygiene
from a Biblical point of view.

Bible study notes and commentary on the New Testament Book of Acts.
Emphasizes understanding the text with practical applications. Intended to be
helpful to all Christians, including teachers and preachers, while avoiding an
emphasis on technical issues. Written from the conservative viewpoint of faith in
the Bible as the absolute, inerrant, verbally inspired word of God. Comments
include discussion of these topics: * Examples of conversion * Establishment and
history of the early church * Work of the Holy Spirit in spiritual gifts and miracles *
Gospel evangelism and salvation of sinners * Testimony of the apostles as
witnesses of the resurrection * Jesus' reign as King over His kingdom * Pattern of
worship, work, and organization in Jesus' church
Beginning with the destruction of Jerusalem and continuing through the
persecutions of Christians in the Roman Empire, the apostasy of the Dark Ages,
the shining light of the Reformation, and the worldwide religious awakening of the
nineteenth century, this volume traces the conflict into the future, to the Second
Coming of Jesus and the glories of the earth made new. In this concluding
volume, the author powerfully points out the principles involved in the impending
conflict and how each person can stand firmly for God and His truth.
"The Andrews Bible Commentary is a concise exposition of Scripture written by
faithful scholars of the Seventh-day Adventist Church as a companion to the
Andrews Study Bible for lay readers, pastors, students, and teachers living in
expectation of the Advent Hope. Each book has an introduction. The commentary
text is approached from a passage-by-passage basis, rather than a verse-byverse basis. This allows for more engagement with the extended thought of the
passage. Other occasional features include general articles, short word studies
and explanations set off from the regular text, and short essays on important
topics related to the passage at hand. A personal relationship with Jesus
transforms the way we read Scripture. We come to the Bible to inform and focus
the worship of Jesus as Savior and Lord. And, in a special way, we come to the
Bible to nourish hope in His Second Coming. We are not disappointed, for the
theme of the great Day of the Lord and of Christ's Return permeates the entire
biblical record. It is the purpose of the Andrews Bible Commentary to trace "the
Blessed Hope" (Titus 2:13) in the pages of Scripture and to read all of the Bible in
the light of that hope. This time between the First and Second Advents of Jesus
is a challenging one. We need instruction and inspiration as we wait. What does
the Bible have to say to believers who, with both longing and joy, anticipate the
Return of Jesus? Answering that question is at the heart of the Andrews Bible
Commentary, which seeks to instruct and inspire all who long for Christ's Second
Coming"-"The Andrews Study Bible is an innovative and practical presentation of the
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Scriptures. It is designed for both the new believer and the experienced Bible
student." Inside flap.
From about 1890 to 1910, there were some 230 articles of Ellen G. White published in
two groups of tracts/pamphlets which became known as Ellen G. White Special
Testimonies Series: A and B. These counsels from the Lord were directed to various
levels of leadership of the Seventh-day Adventist Church concerning the tumultuous
church events of those years—the 1888 Righteousness by Faith crisis; 1901 Church
reorganization, General Conference move to Washington, D. C.; fiery judgments of
health and publishing institutions at Battle Creek; loss of Dr. John Harvey Kellogg and
Battle Creek Sanitarium to apostasy; establishment of Loma Linda as an educational
center; and establishment of multiple other sanitariums and schools. In addition to the
important history covered by these 31 tracts, there is much spiritual and confidence
inspiring counsel confirming that indeed God is in charge of His work. Regardless of
difficulties, and discouraging appearances, He will lead His work to a successful
completion.
Seventh-day Adventist Bible CommentaryThe Seventh-Day Adventist Bible
CommentaryThe Holy Bible with Exegetical and Expository CommentGenesisSeventh
Day Adventist EncyclopediaSeventh-Day Adventist Bible DictionaryBible Exposition
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